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There is no story more distinctly American than the western and no writer as great a master of the

form as Louis Lâ€™Amour. In this final paperback volume of Lâ€™Amourâ€™s collected short

fiction, youâ€™ll find some of his most popular characters, heroes who have become a part of our

cultural legacy, as well as the ordinary people who embody not only the spirit of the West but the

timeless struggle of the best and worst in us all. Â  Here are tales of honest thieves and crooked

lawmen, of dream chasers and treasure hunters, of men and women hoping for a second chance

and others down to their last. Throughout, Lâ€™Amour demonstrates the unerring touch for detail

and keen insight into human nature that lend these stories the power to thrill, surprise, and entertain

readers of every generation.
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Louis L'Amour is my favorite Western story writer. This book completes my collection of his short

stories, which are very enjoyable. L'Amour really knew how to keep the reader involved with his

stories.

I have read all of L'Amours Sackett novels and I'm reading his other novels now, but sometime, I

just want to read a short store. I hop, skip and jump around his books. I only found one that was just

all right, but most of them are great.



I ordered this as a used copy. In the mail i received the short stories VOLUME 4. If you take time to

read the reviews you will see most are writing about VOLUME 4. Be certain you ask the seller if you

will be receiving VOLUME 7 if you should order second hand. i was upset that I received the wrong

volume and was told that I could return it. I was more upset that no one took any notice when I told

them,  and the seller, that the 4th Volume was being sold under the used heading of the volume I

actually wanted---VOLUME 7!!I see that the problem has not been altered since I wrote my letters to

them both. My advice: contact the seller to be certain you will be receiving what you order.

This is the last Volume in the collected stories of one of the two best western writers ever. I bought

them all. I have really enjoyed the whole series and give the highest recommendation to this volume

and all the other volumes in the series.

I like his writing and enjoy his stories but the short stories seem to end so abruptly. I guess that's the

issue with short stories, you have to stop somewhere to keep it short even though you could build it

into a much longer or even booklength novel. So sometimes I just want him to tell more of the story

and that's why I rated this a 4 instead of 5.

My husband collects AND READS Louis L'Amour books. He is confined to a wheel chair so having

good books is a real benefit. This book was in great shape and the price was right on .com! He is

very happy with it---when he's happy, I'm happy!!

Classic western stories from L'Amour at his best. Required reading for fans of the Western genre.

L'AMOUR knows how to put the reader into the story and root for the underdog every time.

We like his stories to listen to in the car on a trip because he is so descriptive with just a few words.

Yes, the good guy always wins, but that's OK. Driving has enough stress....
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